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More from Michael Higgins

Has $365-million just been stolen, or nothing?

Kolin Burges, a self-styled “crypto-currency trader,” certainly believes he is out more than $300,000 after Mt. Gox, a Tokyo-based

bitcoin exchange, went dark Tuesday.

“I’m very angry,” said the former software engineer who travelled to Tokyo from London for answers after the company failed to tell

him what had happened to his bitcoins which at one point were worth $342,000.

“It looks like that’s disappeared,” said Mr. Burges, one of six protesters outside the Mt. Gox office.

Some of them carried signs saying, “Mt. Gox, where’s our money?” and “Mt. Gox, are you solvent?”

Related

After the collapse of Mt. Gox — and the theft of $365M — where does the future lie for bitcoins?

Why Bitcoins don’t add up to money

Bitcoin plummets after Mt.Gox exchange reveals withdrawals to be halted indefinitely due to ‘unusual activity’
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Kiy oshi Ota/BloombergKolin Burges, a Mt. Gox customer, holds a placard w hile protesting outside a building housing the headquarters of Mt. Gox in Tokyo, Japan, on Tuesday.
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ALL ABOUT BITCOINS

Q: What’s a bitcoin?
A: Bitcoins are lines of computer
code that are digitally signed each
time they travel from one owner to
the next. They are the basic unit of
a new online economy which runs
independently of any company,
bank, or government. Because
bitcoins allow people to trade
money without a third party
getting involved, they have
become popular with libertarians
as well as technophiles, speculators
— and criminals.

Q: Who’s behind the
currency?
A: It’s a mystery. Bitcoin was
launched in 2009 by a person or
group of people operating under
the name Satoshi Nakamoto and
then adopted by a small clutch of
enthusiasts. Nakamoto dropped off
the map as bitcoin began to attract
widespread attention, but
proponents say that doesn’t
matter; the currency obeys its own,
internal logic.

Q: How do you get bitcoins?
A: One way is to “mine” them by
using special software to “look” for
bitcoins. Bitcoins are found by
solving complex mathematical
equations. However, the more
bitcoins that are found, the harder
the mathematical problems
become. At first, so-called miners
were able to use their computers to
find the coins, now people usually
“pool” their computational
resources. Another way is to buy
bitcoins through an exchange.

Q: What’s a bitcoin worth?
A: Like any other currency,
bitcoins are only worth as much as
you and your counterpart want
them to be. In its early days,
boosters swapped bitcoins back
and forth for minor favours or just
as a game. One website even gave
them away for free. As the market
matured, the value of each bitcoin
grew. At its height three months
ago, a single bitcoin was valued at
$1,200. On Tuesday, it was around
$500.

Q: Is the currency widely
used?
A: That’s debatable. Businesses
ranging from blogging platform
WordPress to retailer Overstock
have jumped on the bitcoin
bandwagon amid a flurry of media
coverage, but it’s not clear whether
the currency has really taken off.
On the one hand, leading bitcoin

Federal budget 2014 puts Bitcoin in crosshairs with new anti-money laundering regulations for virtual currencies

Mr. Burges said he had 285 bitcoins with Mt. Gox meaning they were worth $342,000 when the currency was trading at $1,200 a

unit last year. Although, if he held them earlier in the year when they were trading at $12, they were worth only $3,420.

Mt. Gox halted withdrawals this month after

detecting “unusual activity.” Sunday, Mark Karpeles,

its chief executive, resigned from the board of the

Bitcoin Foundation, the digital currency’s trade group.

A document circulating Tuesday said unidentified

thieves stole 744,408 bitcoins from the exchange —

about $365-million at current rates — and the theft

“went unnoticed for several years.”

But, as Mr. Karpeles said last year, bitcoins were a

“high-risk investment … If you buy bitcoins, you

should buy keeping in mind that the value could be

zero the day after.”

Some financial analysts said the “virtual vanishing” of the Mt. Gox bitcoins could spell the end for

the digital currency, rendering the stolen 744,408 bitcoins worthless.

“A lot of economists had been predicting that bitcoins days are numbered,” said Lisa Kramer at the

Rotman School of Management, University of Toronto.

Since its creation in 2009, the virtual currency has become popular among tech enthusiasts,

libertarians and adventurous investors because it allows them to make one-to-one transactions,

buy goods and services, and exchange money across borders without involving banks, credit card

issuers or other third parties. Criminals like bitcoin for the same reasons.

Tuesday, Mt. Gox went offline and its website was returning a blank page.

A document posted online that appeared to be an internal strategy paper said, “The reality is that

Mt. Gox can go bankrupt at any moment, and certainly deserves to as a company.”

The document, which outlined plans for leadership changes, re-branding and a possible move to

Singapore, was posted by blogger Ryan Galt. A person briefed on the situation at Mt. Gox, who

asked to remain anonymous because the document was private, said he believed it was authentic.

The internal document said 744,408 bitcoins from the exchange had been stolen.

Mt. Gox said this month it identified a bug that enabled people to withdraw the same bitcoins more

than once, leaving it vulnerable to hackers.

Central banks across the globe have been hesitant to recognize bitcoins as a legitimate form of

money.

Mt. Gox “reminds us of the downside of decentralized, unregulated currencies. There is no Federal

Reserve or [International Monetary Fund] to come to the rescue. There is no deposit insurance,”

said Campbell Harvey, a professor at Duke University’s Fuqua School of Business who specializes in

financial markets and global risk management.

This is not the first major bitcoin heist.

Last October, the Federal Bureau of Investigation shut down Silk Road, an underground website

that trafficked in illegal drugs and traded in bitcoins. Most of its operations moved to a new “drug

shop,” Sheep Marketplace.
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payment processor BitPay works
with more than 20,000 businesses
— roughly five times more than it
did last year. On the other, the total
number of bitcoin transactions has
stayed roughly constant at between
60,000 and 70,000 per day over
the same period, according to
bitcoin wallet site blockchain.info.

Q: Is bitcoin particularly
vulnerable to counterfeiting?
A: The bitcoin network works by
harnessing individuals’ greed for
the collective good. A network of
tech-savvy users called miners
keep the system honest by pouring
their computing power into a
blockchain, a global running tally
of every bitcoin transaction. The
blockchain prevents rogues from
spending the same bitcoin twice,
and the miners are rewarded for
their efforts by being gifted with
the occasional bitcoin. As long as
miners keep the blockchain secure,
counterfeiting shouldn’t be an
issue.

Q: If that’s the case, what’s all
this talk about fraud?
A: A lot of the mischief
surrounding bitcoin occurs at the
places where people store their
digital cash or exchange it for
traditional currencies, like dollars
or euros. If an exchange has sloppy
security, or if a person’s electronic
wallet is compromised, then the
money can easily be stolen.

Q: Is that what happened to
Mt. Gox?
A: It’s not entirely clear what
happened to the Tokyo-based
exchange, which has sometimes
been criticized for poor security. It
suffered a crippling theft in 2011,
and several experts have since
accused the exchange of ignoring
warnings about a software glitch
which could enable hackers to
silently drain the business of its
bitcoins. The glitch was recently
fixed, but not before Mt. Gox
imposed a ban on bitcoin
withdrawals, feeding speculation
that the exchange was out of
money.

The Associated Press

But in December Sheep Marketplace also closed, saying hackers had stolen 5,400 bitcoins. There

were other reports the site may have been a “darknet” scam and had absconded with 39,000

bitcoins worth up to $44-million.

Meanwhile, Silk Road 2 — set up to replace Silk Road — said this month it had been hacked using

“transaction malleability,”the same bug that afflicted Mt. Gox.

Nicholas Weaver, a researcher at the Berkeley, Calif.-based International Computer Science

Institute, estimated the theft at 4,400 coins worth $2.6-million.

Events concerning Mt. Gox are still confused, with Mr. Karpeles telling Reuters news agency the

company was at a “turning point” but giving no details.

Joseph David, chief executive of the Canadian Virtual Exchange, a Calgary-based bitcoin exchange,

said he was skeptical about the theft from Mt. Gox.

He said each bitcoin was tracked — a blockchain — so it could be determined where they went.

Either Mt. Gox had the supposed missing bitcoins, which could be established by showing the

blockchain, or it was not willing to show its hand, Mr. David said.

“We don’t know which scenario is real or not,” he said.

“We don’t know if they have the bitcoins, or if they don’t have the bitcoins. We have no idea, no one

knows.”

National Post, with files from The Associated Press, Reuters, The Canadian Press and Armina

Ligaya
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• Reply •

ChrisInNepean •  a day ago

Anybody who invests in virtual money, controlled somewhere out in the Internet by God knows who, needs their head examined.

  83  

• Reply •

Colin Poppshed  •  a day ago ChrisInNepean

What, like this guy over on Reddit?

“I want to start off by saying that I’ve been waiting for this moment for a while. I knew it was bound to happen sooner or later, as

soon as we weren’t able to withdraw our coins from Mt. Gox weeks ago. I stupidly had my life’s savings in bitcoin, and when the

price started to fall, I converted to dollars and watched the price plummet. I lost $357,000. Not to try to earn a bunch of sympathy

or anything but this was not only my money but it was going to be my 5 year old son’s education fund which i took out of fidelity

about 1 year ago to mess with bitcoins”

Stunning. Absolutely stunning.

  33  

• Reply •

Whazzup  •  a day ago Colin Poppshed

Better to follow warren buffet, stocks, divies, real estate. A tough lesson for sure.

  13  

• Reply •

idontgetit  •  19 hours ago Whazzup

I'm going to take one of your favorite lines.....who didn't see this coming?

  4  

• Reply •

SENSsmile  •  a day ago Colin Poppshed

I'm sorry you got sucked into this ponzi scheme, Colin. A lot of people will appreciate your courage and honesty to

share your story. If your story ultimately prevents other people from falling into the same trap, at least you can say that

your unfortunate experience was helpful in a way. When something seems too good to be true... then it is.

  8  
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• Reply •

Colin Poppshed  •  a day ago SENSsmile

Appreciate your sympathies - but I'm not the victim - just the messenger :)

  12  

• Reply •

SENSsmile  •  a day ago Colin Poppshed

Oh, right. I just realized that you were quoting and commenting on someone else. Well, I suppose I should

sympathize a little with that guy. :-)

  3  

• Reply •

conar  •  a day ago Colin Poppshed

Greed will always come back to bite you on the rear end eventually...

  11  

• Reply •

Mr_Crankypants  •  a day ago conar

The people 'investing' in Bitcoin are exactly the same people who a decade and a half ago were all bragging

about how they were going to trade in commodities and become millionaires, right? I wonder what 2 tons of

pork bellies actually looks like delivered to your driveway?

  10  

• Reply •

mike ditto  •  20 hours ago Mr_Crankypants

the bitcoin crowd is the the same crowd that was loading up on bullion at $1900, the same ol same ol stupido.

  4  

• Reply •

Guest  •  14 hours ago mike ditto

Actually many people have made money off bitcoin( in the millions and 10s of millions and 100s of millions).

You think one person losing $350k makes everyone else poor?

  1  

• Reply •

canadianpatriot68  •  6 hours ago Guest

!200 down to 12 sounds like a great business plan.

  

• Reply •

canadianpatriot68  •  6 hours ago mike ditto

At the very least, they could use them in the gym for weight training.

  

• Reply •

Guest  •  14 hours ago conar

Bunch of idiots. Look at yourselves. Overstock, and plenty of other companies are starting to accept bitcoin.

744k bitcoins won't hurt the market much.. Trust me bitcoin will either stabilize or rise, but it cannot and will not

drop. MOST exchange sites like Coinbase are boycotting against mt gox and not dealing with them anymore.

They didn't even affect the market, it dropped about $400 and rose $80 overnight last night.

  1  

• Reply •

LongTom  •  a day ago Colin Poppshed

The guy sold out "when the price started to fall" and still lost $350k? He must have bought at the peak of the market, and

bought a lot.

  2  

• Reply •

jdogg  •  a day ago LongTom

Sounds like he sold, but wasn't able to pull the money out of the exchange in time.

  2  

• Reply •

Miss Muffett  •  a day ago Colin Poppshed

Yes, it is stunning that you fell for this.

  2  

• Reply •

Colin Poppshed  •  a day ago Miss Muffett

Did you read the post? First line?

  14  
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• Reply •  14  

• Reply •

Theodor Adorno  •  a day ago Colin Poppshed

An I have a bridge I would like to sell you.

  2  

• Reply •

Colin Poppshed  •  a day ago Theodor Adorno

What's with being unable to read and comprehend comments correctly today?

Were the "this guy" opening line and the quotation marks not clear enough?!

  16  

• Reply •

Brad from Alberta  •  21 hours ago Colin Poppshed

You totally got ripped off Colin. Your greed was your undoing. I hope you learned your lesson from this one ,

expensive as it may be. Good luck and I hope your future financial endeavors are a little more researched!

  1  

• Reply •

Colin Poppshed  •  19 hours ago Brad from Alberta

Now you're just on the windup, Brad :P

  6  

• Reply •

Brad from Alberta  •  16 hours ago Colin Poppshed

Came home for lunch and couldn't resist. Thanks for the Reddit quote and keep on keepin' on.

  

• Reply •

keimh3regpeh2umeg  •  18 hours ago Colin Poppshed

I'm proud to say that I have pretty decent reading comprehension skills Colin!

  

• Reply •

canadianpatriot68  •  6 hours ago Theodor Adorno

How can you sell it when Madoff still owns it?

  

• Reply •

random  •  16 hours ago Colin Poppshed

Just remember there were also a TON of people who got extremely wealthy off bitcoin as well. Remember it had 2

great runs from 15 bux to 100ish and from a 100ish to over 1000!

  1  

• Reply •

northern vigor  •  a day ago ChrisInNepean

The Merriam-Webster dictionary definition of virtual..Very close to being something, without actually being something.

"Virtual" money--- humans are so stupid.

  18  

• Reply •

Trippyshit  •  14 hours ago northern vigor

Also many companies including a gas station now accept bitcoin, the chance of it dropping to 0 will never happen.

Bitcoin will have value. Stupid republican probably.

  

• Reply •

Trippyshit  •  14 hours ago northern vigor

Yeah people are stupid for taking advantage of people and making $50-100k a year just sitting on their computer.

  

• Reply •

Lasher500  •  a day ago ChrisInNepean

I gave you an upvote for your post Chris. I hope they don't give you a hard time for this at your next Young Communist Idealists of

Canada meeting...

  7  

• Reply •

Theodor Adorno  •  a day ago ChrisInNepean

Actually, BTC is real, USD is virtual.

  5  
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• Reply •  5  

• Reply •

fishash  •  a day ago ChrisInNepean

Nobody controls bitcoin. MtGox was controlled by a guy who apparently never heard of accounting, but bitcoin itself is an open

source software.

  2  

• Reply •

northern vigor •  a day ago

Reuters reported a more thorough story. Rather than hold the hand of its readers, Reuters reported the "PONY" virus that is infecting

over 600,000 computers of Bitcoin wallets and other on-line users. The PONY virus seems to be cleaning out bitcoin wallets, leaving

people wondering "Where is my money"...geez people are stupid.

I just checked my bullion...it is perfectly safe where I hid it.

  24  

• Reply •

Mr. Gigi  •  a day ago northern vigor

I'm with you in this. Stupid is as Stupid Does. Anyone who is stupid enough to give real money for play money gets what they

deserve.

  15  

• Reply •

Randy Campbell  •  a day ago Mr. Gigi

What percentage of your money do you physically touch? 2%? 5%? Whether you realize it or not, your "real money" is

as "digital" as bit coin - though it's value is certainly more stable.

  15  

• Reply •

Saskaknowhow  •  a day ago Randy Campbell

The physical properties of either paper currency or numerical bank deposits have nothing to do with whether

this money is "real" or not.

Money IS a pure number. Book-entry bank money is real money because it is the unit of account for organizing

property rights and obligations in Canada. Bitcoin is not real money because it is not a unit of account for any

country.

  17  

• Reply •

Randy Campbell  •  a day ago Saskaknowhow

I disagree. There are many examples of local currencies used across North America, which are "real money."

The dichotomy you suggest to divide "real" and "not real" money is useless. The only thing that matters is what

other people are wiling to give me for it; if others are willing to give me something for it, then it's "real" money. If

not, then it's "not real" money. As I already mentioned, I acknowledge that the state currency is more stable.

  3  

• Reply •

Saskaknowhow  •  a day ago Randy Campbell

The distinction between money and non-money is fundamental if you want to understand a monetary

production economy. Hippie scrip is non-money as much as BTC is non-money. Whether people value and

make exchanges with these items or not is irrelevant. They are collectors items.

Defining money a series of relative exchanges between individuals, or "what other people are willing to give," is

tantamount to saying that we live by barter.

But a monetary economy is defined by a unit of account that is issued in monetizing the costs of production.

Where the residual savings in bank deposits are the receipts for final output. Ideally, consumption releases the

funds to clear total liabilities to zero.

BTC could never work the same way as a proper monetary system because it has no ability to provide this

payment function that creates new incomes associated with production. BTC is solely a financial intermediary

whose valuation depends entirely on those willing to depart with their already existing real money.

  3  

• Reply •

canadianpatriot68  •  5 hours ago Randy Campbell

BTC is an unregulated barter system.

  1  
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Load more comments

• Reply •

Island man  •  a day ago Saskaknowhow

That was the whole attraction.

  

• Reply •

Saskaknowhow  •  a day ago Island man

BTC proponents want to have it both ways. They define their unit-of-exchange as a pure number. And then

they champion this unit with the old quantity theory logic that equated the total stock of money with a lump sum

of a given substance.

The result is the worst of both worlds. Numbers that are not associated with any additional production

pretending to be a finite magnitude of real values.

  4  

• Reply •

canadianpatriot68  •  5 hours ago Island man

I didn't know they had you incarcerated on an island, Bernie.

  

• Reply •

mike ditto  •  19 hours ago Randy Campbell

what you also forgot to mention is that $'s, euro's etc are tied to an economy, bitcoin on the other hand is tied

to delusion.

  7  

• Reply •

Randy Campbell  •  19 hours ago mike ditto

You so sane. Me so dumb.

  

• Reply •

canadianpatriot68  •  5 hours ago Randy Campbell

True.

  

• Reply •

LongTom  •  a day ago Randy Campbell

Yeah, but phrase "the full faith and credit of the United States" instills more real value than anything else in the

world. The US backs those digitized numbers in your bank accounts up to $250k per account.

  3  

• Reply •

canadianpatriot68  •  5 hours ago Randy Campbell

I am sitting in some of my 'money' with an unmortgaged view of Hay Bay and wondering when I will be able to

see my 10 acres without the ice cover so I can touch it.

  

• Reply •

canadianpatriot68  •  5 hours ago northern vigor

Just went and gave my bullion safe a kick. It's real.

  

• Reply •

Erikxyz •  a day ago

A few weeks back, I commented repeatedly that Bitcoin would someday have ZERO value and was thoroughly attacked by people who

claimed, in that "charming" way that techies use, that "I didn't get it."

Wonder what they are thinking today?

  16  

• Reply •

northern vigor  •  a day ago Erikxyz

The greatest backhanded compliment I ever received from a techie, was when he called me "grandad". My grandad was a pretty

smart guy.

  10  
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